Readings

Historical influences of pedagogy on IS; higher education ethics, culture, context, and funding; admissions and standards


**Adult learning theory; critical thinking**


• Taylor, B., & Kroth, M. (2009). A single conversation with a wise man is better than ten years of study: A model for testing methodologies for pedagogy or andragogy. *Journal of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, 9*(2), 42 - 56.


Learning styles, motivation; intellectual diversity


Teaching IT as course content; tracking and information literacy; admission criteria


Effective lecturing


Effective discussions

- Brescia W, Miller M. Enhancing Graduate Students' Performance as Threaded Discussion Leaders in a Web-Based Proposal Writing Course. *Quarterly Review of Distance Education* [serial online]. January 1, 2005; 6(4):385-396


**Course formats: lab, distance education, IS**


**Course formats: lab, distance education, IS, seminar, large group**


